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	_1_ Review Board Comments_Uikep1Tmhmr5qNB7B2pA7A: On 9/20/2019, a revisit to the Provisional review for the GOES-17 SEISS Magnetospheric Particle Sensor - Low Energy (MPS-LO) was held in order for the results of 2 outstanding issues to be presented. The 2 actions are listed below:1) Provide high background LUT values to PRO2) After that LUT is implemented in the Ground processing, compare at least 7 days of Ground data with NCEI offline processing to ensure the output is as expectedRegarding the LUT, it was installed in the ITE and NCEI used output from the ITE to compare to NCEI-processed output. They then compared 7 days of ITE flux output with NCEI output, and showed that the largest relative difference over the entire 7 day period was around 10^-5, i.e., within range of machine error. This analysis convinced the panel that the NCEI output is sufficient. At the original review on 8/14/2019, the NCEI output was used to demonstrate that the product is meeting spec, even without the LUT update which isn't yet in the OE. The panel therefore declares the product Provisional and agrees to release the data to the public. PRO will install the updated LUT in the OE at the next convenient opportunity.NCEI stated that regular LUT updates will be needed to adjust background values. We recommend that NCEI take the action to contact PRO on a regular basis (quarterly or semi-annually, probably) to provide those LUTs.Below are comments from the original review.------------------------------------Comments from original review on 8/14/2019:This review is for the GOES-17 SEISS Magnetospheric Particle Sensor - Low Energy (MPS-LO) sensor only. The panel decided that the product has not yet reached Provisional status and that the data is not yet ready to be sent to users. Our primary concern is that much of the analysis was performed on data processed at NCEI as opposed to the data coming out of the GOES-R Ground System. A slide was presented showing very small differences between the output from each of these systems, but only 1 day was analyzed and the panel feels that a more robust comparison is needed before concluding that the NCEI processing adequately mimics what's coming out of the ground system.Additionally, the PLPT results that were presented came from NCEI processing that used a Look-Up-Table (LUT) that isn't yet in the Ground system. We are convinced that this LUT, which significantly improves the issue of high backgrounds which cause negative flux values, results in an improved product. Therefore, we recommend that NCEI provide the values for this LUT to PRO, who will then work to implement it in the ground system. Following that update, we recommend that NCEI compare at least 1 week of ground data with output from their processing to make sure the output is as expected. If it is, we will hold an expedited Provisional review re-visit.It should also be noted that the Space Weather Prediction Center, our primary user for this product, stated that this delay in sending out the data will cause no impact to operations.
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